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In late August, 1942 Stalin and the Soviet High Command

were increasingly worried that the German Sixth Army was

going to capture the city of Stalingrad in the coming weeks.

In order to delay the Germans, Stalin hastily ordered Georgy

Zhukov to take over command in the region. Zhukov was to

launch relentless attacks on the northern wing of the Sixth

Army to divert German forces from concentrating on the

push into the city. 

The First Kotluban Offensive began on September 3rd and

was supposed to be an offensive from four Soviet armies.

However, due to the rushed and haphazard preparation,

only one Soviet army participated on the first day. This was

the 1st Guards Army, recently transferred to the region, and

formed up from reservist units. While not battered from

months of fighting like many Soviet formations in the area,

many of the newly arrived divisions had already seen heavy

action and were operating well below full strength.

Additionally, many of these units had just arrived to the

front and thus were not properly organized for an offensive

against a veteran, dug-in enemy. Leading the 1st Guards

Army was the 7th Tank Corps, containing 150 tanks spread

across only a ~4km front. They were supported by the

116th Rifle Division.

Directly across from the 7th Tank Corps’ armored thrust was

the 8th Grenadier Regiment and 103rd Panzer Battalion of

the German 3rd Motorized Division. This division was

stabilizing the northern flank of the 14th Panzer Korps. They

were heavily supported by artillery and the Luftwaffe

throughout the day. They were also able to effectively

conceal their anti-tank guns from the Soviets. 

The Soviets’ plan was to break through the German lines

and cut-off the German armored spearhead that had

reached the Volga north of Stalingrad. If this could not be

achieved, Stalin wanted to at least make sure German

resources were diverted from the main assault on the city.

Additionally, Stalin was unconcerned about losses in these

offensives, only that they accomplished their operational

and strategic objectives.

A Micro Armour: The Game—WWII scenario

THE FIRST KOTLUBAN OFFENSIVE
North of Stalingrad—September 3rd, 1942
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Briefing for 3rd Motorized Infantry Division

Situation: The Soviets have quickly built up a concen-

trated force of armor and infantry that are preparing to

assault our positions. We have strong artillery and

Luftwaffe support to help blunt the enemy advances. 

Mission: You must stop the Soviet attack from breaking

through because otherwise the entire northern flank of

the 14th Panzer Korps will be unhinged. Utilize the

gullies and ravines to protect and conceal your forces

and equipment from the Soviet attack (remember that all

terrain effects are cumulative). Use your armored forces

to deflect any Soviet armored thrusts through your initial

line of defense.

Briefing for the 7th Tank Corps & 116th Rifle Division

Situation: Our forces have been hastily prepared to assault

German positions. Your troops consist of reserves just pulled into

the area. This attack has great potential to disrupt an entire

German armored corps. However, the Germans will be prepared

with heavy artillery support. Additionally, the Luftwaffe is

operating unopposed in the sky above us. The bombing and

strafes have led to confusion and disorganization throughout our

formations. 

Mission: Launch an assault on the German positions to penetrate

their defensive line to gain access into the town of Kuzmichi.

Additionally, you should focus on destroying their forces and

equipment in the area to weaken the odds of a counterattack.

Scenario Length:  14 Turns
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Soviet

Order of  Battle

Cohesion

11 

Cohesion 

16

7th Tank Corps

Breaking Point-79: 1 x GHQ (FO), 1 x Light truck

3rd Guards 

Tank Brigade: 1 x T-34c HQ (FO), 5 x T-34c,

2 x KV-1 M41, 5 x T-70

62nd Tank Brigade: 1 x T-34c (FO), 5 x T-34c,

6 x T-70

116th Rifle Division (Elements)

Breaking Point-118: 1 x GHQ (FO),

1 x Light Truck,

2 x 45mm ATG (1932),

2 x Light Truck,

3 x 82mm Mortar (2),

24 x Infantry M’42,

3 x ATR Infantry,

4 x Infantry Support (MMG) ‘39,

6 x SMG Infantry,

Artillery Support (Off-Board):

1 x 76.2mm M42 Div. (3),

1 x 132mm Katyusha

Elements of  the 3rd Motorized

Infantry Division

Order of  Battle

Headquarters

Breaking Point-137: 1 x GHQ (FO), 1 x Light truck

103rd Panzer Battalion: 1 x PzII F (HQ & FO),

5 x PzIII J, 1 x PzIV F1,

2 x PzIV F2

8th Motorized Infantry Regiment:

1 x HQ (FO),

1 x Light Truck,

3 x Grenadier Co @

3 x Grenadier Infantry ‘42,

1 x Infantry Support

2 x Infantry Support,

2 x Engineer Infantry ‘42,

2 x 81mm Mortar

2 x 75mm IG

5 x 50mm PaK 38

10 x Light Improved Position

Heavy Assault Gun Co.: 2 x Marder II (PaK 40)*

Heavy Flak Battery: 2 x 88mm Flak 36,

2 x Medium Improved Position,

Artillery Support (Off-Board):

3 x 105mm IFH18 (2)

2 x 150mm sFH18 (2)

* Historical note: This was actually a company of

Pz.Sfl. leFH 18, an incredibly rare vehicle.Starting Positions/ Reinforcement Schedule

● The 3rd Guards and 62nd Tank Brigades deploy on

the northern edge of the board on turn 1.

● The 3rd Guards on the right flank with the 62nd on

the left flank.

● The 116th Rifle Division units enter on the northern

edge of the board on turn3.

Objective

Use your armour to break through the German lines

and follow up with the infantry to mop up resistance

and secure ground captured. If this breakthrough can

be achieved, advance into the outskirts of Kuzmichi

with at least 10 armed stands. Additionally,

destroying the enemy 88mm AA guns should be

prioritized.

Starting Positions/ Reinforcement Schedule

● Deploy your forces prior to Soviet deployment.

● Deploy all stands anywhere south of the River

Grachi.

● You may pick one pre-registered fire mission for

each artillery stand before play begins.

Objective

You must stop the Soviet armour from breaking through

and advancing into Kuzmichi, as this will unhinge the

northern flank of the Sixth Army. Preservation of your

forces must also be considered, as they must remain

sufficiently able to support future operational thrusts in

to the city of Stalingrad. Additionally, protect your

88mm Flak 36 positions, as this equipment will

certainly be needed in future operations.
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● The game board should measure 40 inches wide and 54

inches in length.

● The outskirts of the town of Kuzmichi should comprise of

all “Light” buildings.

● Tartar Trench should be treated as an “Anti-Tank Ditch” for

terrain effect purposes.

● The River Grachi is fordable at multiple points (indicated by

black markers).

● All roads are “Poor.”

● Treat all gullies/ravines (indicated by dark gray shapes) as

“Depressions.”

Scenario Map for The First Kotluban Offensive
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Now Available

US120 LVT-3 - At Okinawa; nearly 3000 “Bushmasters” made! 4/pk $12.95

US121 LVT-3, Waterline - The LVT-3 in the water! 6/pk $12.95

N645 Leopard 1 - Original design; used by Germany, Finland, etc. 5/pk $12.95

SK10 K808 - 8-wheeled fast-moving APC. 5/pk $12.95

T2 CM-32 - 8x8 APC with remote-controlled turret. 5/pk $12.95

AC138 AIDC F-CK-1 Ching-Kuo - 131 made, starting in 1997. 1/pk $12.95

RC30 FAWMV3 - Tactical truck. 5/pk $12.95

IJN61 DD Kagero Class, Late War - 18 destroyers in class. 3/pk $11.50

HUS27 LCC Blue Ridge Class - Command/control for amph. forces. 1/pk $18.50

1/285th (6mm) Scale WWII Micro Armour

CM-32

T2   $12.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour

LCC Blue Ridge Class

HUS27   $18.50

1/2400th Scale Modern Micronauts

AIDC F-CK-1

Ching-Kuo

AC138   $12.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour

Browse and shop the website at www.ghqmodels.com! 

We manufacture GHQ miniatures in the U.S.A. We will always send your order to you 100% fulfilled, with no back orders, as

quickly as we can. Occasionally, we may be out of a particular item temporarily when you place an order. When this happens,

we will restock by casting and packing that item to get it to you. For this reason, we ask that you allow up to two weeks for

your order to arrive (domestic U.S. orders). For Canada and other international orders, please allow three to four weeks. 

Normally, you will receive your order sooner—don’t forget to check your e-mail for shipment notifications!
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